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Even as Yankee Institute issued a sobering assessment
of the state’s economy, it offered a groundbreaking
prescription to spark Connecticut’s stalled recovery.
Co-authors Dr. Daniel Gressel and Ken Girardin,
Yankee’s director of policy and research, analyzed the
state’s corporate business tax and demonstrated its
disproportionate impact on smaller businesses due
to the tax credits granted to favored enterprises. By
repealing the century-old tax, Gressel and Girardin
argued, Connecticut could attract business headquarters
to the state’s fragile downtowns while collecting much
of the same revenue downstream through other taxes.
Yankee Institute has been more vocal than ever in
opposing any tax increases, especially as the deluge of
more than $2 billion in largely unrestricted federal
government cash has improved state government’s overall
financial picture. To his credit, Gov. Lamont has so far
withstood pressure for broad-based tax increases. Yankee
amplified this view with legislative testimony in March
and an op-ed in May that challenged a legislative proposal
to tax capital gains at an exorbitant top rate of almost
9 percent. Yankee’s position was powerfully supported
by its March report, Revenue Ratchet; it demonstrated
Connecticut has never recovered the residents earning
over $2 million annually that it lost through the Great
Recession—and three rounds of income tax hikes.
Gov. Lamont has also proposed freezing general salary
increases for state employees—shortly after Yankee

president Carol Platt Liebau focused national attention
to the issue through an op/ed in The Wall Street Journal.
Nonetheless, the governor’s office projects rising costs
will create $1.8 billion general fund deficits in fiscal 2024
and 2025.
Yankee’s investigative journalist, Marc Fitch, reported
that a multi-state plan to reduce gasoline and diesel
purchases would divert funds away from the state’s transportation lockbox. Proponents of the Transportation and
Climate Initiative (TCI) — a Massachusetts-led push
to force fuel dealers to purchase credits before selling
into Connecticut -- had insisted that proceeds would
flow into the constitutionally protected transportation
fund. But Fitch showed that TCI’s enabling legislation
would instead steer almost a billion dollars away from
the lockbox over the next decade.
Meanwhile, in late April the U.S. Census Bureau reported
that Connecticut’s population increased less than 1
percent in the decade ending April 1, 2020—making
it the slowest-growing state apart from three whose
populations decreased. The Bureau’s count conflicted
with its own projections, which for years had indicated
that the Constitution State’s declining birth rate, aging
population, and outmigration had fueled a multi-year
population decline. In fact, Northeast states uniformly
beat previous estimates, raising questions about both
the assumptions and data collection informing the
official population count.
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